ACROSS
5) Middle school theater gives a home to a girl and her friends.
8) Junior, who lives on a reservation, struggles to find himself in a white high school.
9) A Siamese cat who believes he's a Chihuahua dog.
10) Two 17-year-olds take part in a 32-hour marathon of kissing to set a new Guinness World Record.
11) Melissa wants to play the role of Charlotte the spider in her school play.

DOWN
1) One girl raises her voice against police brutality.
2) Cartoon drawings of a superhero in his underwear.
3) Two bunnies fall in love despite a stink bug.
4) Leaving behind 13 cassette tapes to those who impacted her life and her suicide, a girl tells her story from beyond the grave.
5) A Pride parade experienced in bright pictures and rhyming words.
6) The adventures of summer told by two friends as a graphic novel.
7) The adventures of summer told by two friends as a graphic novel.